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Configure electronic cabinets easily online
Nvent SCHROFF Is Presenting New Configurators
STRAUBENHARDT, Germany -- November 13, 2018 – Schroff GmbH
nVent SCHROFF is launching additional 3D configurators for supporting the user in the design process.
Now, users can configure custom SCHROFF Varistar electronic cabinets online. The Varistar configurator
covers the complete cabinet series consisting of electronic, network, and seismic cabinets. This wide range of
options, functions and accessory parts is supported by the corresponding library of selections.
If the user starts a configuration, he/she is guided through a series of dialog boxes and asked to specify
options. Selecting the various parameters determines the basic attributes of the 3D model. For example, when
configuring a "Varistar" cabinet, the user is asked to specify the height, width and depth. These pieces of
information define the frame. Based on this 3D model, the remaining components are added via drag-anddrop. Plausibility checks during the online configuration ensure that the selected individual parts fit together
and that no specifications are missing in the configuration.
As of recently, the user can select his/her desired color from a wide palette of colors and will see this color
immediately in the graphic image of the configurator. If the product has been completely configured, the 2D
and 3D CAD data can be generated and uploaded to a CAD system. In addition, it is possible to establish a
connection to a 3D printer, enabling users to have their configured products created by a 3D printer directly
from the configurator as prototypes or models. To send a request to nVent SCHROFF, you also have the
option to create a 3D PDF data sheet including graphics and a parts list.
From the beginning of next year, the SCHROFF EuropacPRO subrack will also be available online. The
configurator for subracks also provides a variety of individual components and possible assembly options with
respect to size or EMC shock and vibration requirements. nVent is also working on an improved connection
for series production. As a result, the configurator is capable of supplying the data in exactly the format in
which it is used in production, ensuring a streamlined process up until the product is manufactured.
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More information: https://schroff.nvent.com/en/schroff/configurators

Image caption: Configure nVent SCHROFF electronic cabinets easily online

About Enclosures
nVent offers a wide range of enclosures to accommodate key systems. Our enclosures are marketed under the nVent
HOFFMAN and nVent SCHROFF brands and offer double protection. The SCHROFF brand offers an extensive portfolio
of accessories for protecting printed circuit boards, such as card retainers, conduction-cooled board supports, front panels
and handles, subracks, cases, backplanes, power supplies, cabinets and pre-assembled chassis for embedded computing
systems as well as hardware management systems. For further information, please visit schroff.nvent.com.

About nVent
nVent Electric plc ("nVent"), headquartered in London, England and with U.S. management offices in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, is a global leader of innovative electrical solutions that connect and protect customers by creating safer
systems for a safer world. Almost 9,000 employees worldwide develop, manufacture and sell products such as electrical
enclosures, electrical heat-tracing systems, complete thermal management systems and electrical and fastening solutions.
In 2018, after separating from Pentair plc ("Pentair"), nVent became an independent, listed company (NYSE: NVT). The
robust portfolio of the leading electrical product brands dates back more than 100 years and encompasses nVent CADDY,
ERICO, HOFFMAN, RAYCHEM, SCHROFF and TRACER.
nVent, CADDY, ERICO, HOFFMAN, RAYCHEM, SCHROFF and TRACER are registered trademarks of nVent Electric
plc.
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